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nothing to prevent them from undertaking, in the interests
of employment, investments whose yield is expected to be
nil or even negative. But the fact that the motives behind
decisions may be different is immaterial to the mechanism
through which decisions, once taken, work themselves out
and the consequences to which they lead. This is a sufficient
answer to the so-called Treasury View. But the problem to
which that view offers a crude and incorrect answer calls for
further analysis. To that end I shall distinguish and discuss
separately five principal types of public finance operation.
§ 4. Suppose first that the public authorities borrow money
and so are enabled to expand their expenditure in securing
the production of investment goods — durable additions to
the stock of capital. The following six paragraphs are con-
cerned with that case.
§ 5. A consideration that immediately presents itself has
to do with the character of the public authorities' investment.
In so far as they devote their additional outlays to types of
investment whose future output will compete with the out-
put of instrumental goods in which private persons are accus-
tomed to invest, a direct check will be imposed on private
investment. For example, in a country where house-building
is predominantly undertaken by private enterprise, public
authorities cannot build houses without checking that type of
private investment; the extent of the check being greater,
the less elastic is the general demand for new houses to hire.
This is a chief reason why " public works " undertaken to
help employment are usually restricted to occupations such
as road-making, in which private persons do not normally
engage, and not extended to the building of steel mills or
cotton mills. Of course, in a fully socialist community, in
which no investment was made by private persons, there
would be no point in this distinction: for the whole of the
additional investment made at any time by public authorities
would be net additional investment. For this country, how-
ever, the point is an important one. An expansion of S in
the public authorities' investments, even if the rate of interest
is not affected at all, does not entail an expansion of the
same size in aggregate investment except when it is entirely
non-competitive. Otherwise it entails one of, say, mS ; where
m is less than unity and approaches to nothing as the elasticity

